Effect of filamin and controlled linear shear on the microheterogeneity of F-actin/gelsolin gels.
We have previously established [Cortese and Frieden, J. Cell Biol. 107:1477-1487, 1988] that actin gels formed under shear are microheterogeneous. In this study, the effect of cross-linking (by chicken gizzard filamin), severing (by plasma gelsolin), and shear on actin microheterogeneity are investigated using fluorescence photobleaching recovery and video microscopy. We find that filamin and shear form microheterogeneous F-actin:gelsolin gels by different mechanisms. Bundling of actin:gelsolin filaments by filamin can be explained by an increase in the apparent length of the filaments due to interfilament binding, resulting in a decrease of the polymer number concentration at which filaments organize into anisotropic phases. Some intrafilament binding of filamin to actin filaments may also be present, and those filaments coated with filamin immobilize more slowly than actin under the same polymerization conditions. The length of F-actin/gelsolin filaments seems to be a major factor in controlling the extent of bundling relative to network formation. In contrast, the effect of shear on the microheterogeneity of actin:gelsolin filaments is consistent with our previous proposal that shear aligns actin filaments, allowing filament-filament interactions and phase formation to occur. Short filaments are unable to organize into branched actin networks, but they can create large aggregates under low shear. Longer actin filaments will exist as networks with variable levels of branching and are less sensitive to shear. The effect of the intensity of a shear field on the spatial distribution of actin may involve a progressively more random orientation of actin molecules and bundles. A regular pattern develops across the sample at low shear rates (0.04-1.39 s-1), and becomes very irregular at higher shear rates (greater than 10 s-1). We suggest here that actin-binding proteins and shear can control the transition between isotropic networks and anisotropic phases by their effect on apparent length and local filament concentration, and also that this transition can have substantial effects on the resistance of cells to mechanical stress.